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C By Example makes programming easy to learn for the beginning programmer. It builds your programming skills by using clear, easy-to-understand exercises. Hands-on, real world examples show you how to write programs that flow correctly and produce accurate results. At the end of the book, you will use the concepts you have learned to build a blackjack game. Also included is an appendix that discusses where to find compilers, other C resources, where to go from here, and what kinds of careers you could go into with the knowledge she gained from the book.      

How does the by Example  series make you a better programmer? The by Example series teaches  programming using the best method possible—examples. The text acts as a mentor,  looking over your shoulder, providing sample programs, and showing you new ways  to use the concepts covered in each chapter. While the material is still fresh,  you will see example after example demonstrating ways to use what you just  learned.

The philosophy of the by  Example series is simple: The best way to teach computer programming is with  multiple examples. Command descriptions, format syntax, and language references  are not enough to teach a newcomer a programming language. Only by taking the  components, immediately putting them into use, and running sample programs can  programming students get more than just a feel for the language. Newcomers who  learn only a few basics using examples at every step of the way will  automatically know how to write programs using those skills.

       About the Author
     Greg Perry is a bestselling author and co-designer of the by Example series. He has written more than 50 computer books, many of which are bestsellers. He has been a programmer, trainer, and speaker for the past 20 years. Previously, Greg taught advanced programming courses at Tulsa Community College. He currently lectures at programming conferences across the country and is fluent in 9 computer languages. Among his bestselling books are Sams Teach Yourself Beginning Programming in 24 Hours, C by Example, Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic 6 in 21 Days, and Sams Teach Yourself Windows 98 in 24 Hours.
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Privacy in Context: Technology, Policy, and the Integrity of Social LifeStanford University Press, 2009

	Privacy is one of the most urgent issues associated with information technology and digital media. This book claims that what people really care about when they complain and protest that privacy has been violated is not the act of sharing information itselfâ€•most people understand that this is crucial to social life â€•but the...
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Random Processes by ExampleWorld Scientific Publishing, 2014

	This volume first introduces the mathematical tools necessary for understanding and working with a broad class of applied stochastic models. The toolbox includes Gaussian processes, independently scattered measures such as Gaussian white noise and Poisson random measures, stochastic integrals, compound Poisson, infinitely divisible and stable...
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Comprehensive Management of Skull Base TumorsThieme Medical Publishers, 2021

	Over a decade has passed since the publication of the successful first edition of Comprehensive Management of Skull Base Tumors, and much has happened in the intervening years. Major advances have been made in the surgical, radiotherapeutic, and chemotherapeutic management of skull base neoplasms. Coincident has been the rapidly advancing...
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Graphene Nanoelectronics: From Materials to CircuitsSpringer, 2012

	Graphene has emerged as a potential candidate to replace traditional CMOS for a number of electronic applications; this book presents the latest advances in graphene nanoelectronics and the potential benefits of using graphene in a wide variety of electronic applications. The book also provides details on  various methods to grow...
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A Grammatical View of Logic Programming (Logic Programming)MIT Press, 1993

	Within the field of logic programming there have been numerous attempts to transform grammars into logic programs. This book describes a complementary approach that views logic programs as grammars and shows how this new presentation of the foundations of logic programming, based on the notion of proof trees, can enrich the field.
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Statistical Mechanics: Algorithms and Computations (Oxford Master Series in Physics)Oxford University Press, 2006

	This book discusses the computational approach in modern statistical physics in a clear and accessible way and demonstrates its close relation to other approaches in theoretical physics. Individual chapters focus on subjects as diverse as the hard sphere liquid, classical spin models, single quantum particles and Bose-Einstein condensation....
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